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Monday, November 16. 2020

About the U.S. election
About the U.S. election, it's now clear that in the real result Trump probably won every state and that the manipulation
became obvious because the fix simply couldn't keep up with the flood of Trump votes, likely ~ 10 000 000 more than
Biden.
The fix also mostly was for the presidency while the dems lost both the senate and the congress. It's not realistic that
they would loose that so badly and winning the presidency.
The media including the social media is all out for Biden though even though he technically due to corruption isn't even
electable. Every social media post mentioning the real facts are flagged as that that is disputed.
It seems this has become a FISA court issue due to the election software processing data overseas so regardless of
media and ordinary courts, national security can kick in on this.
In the end it's up to how the people involved and how the people handle it. Media is dead set on instigating civil war, but
consciousness seem to be high enough now that they will simply fail and die for their efforts.
&mdash; LegeNet,
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Pence Jan 6 letter to Congress. The ripping away of the curtain have been further delayed.
LegeNet @legenet 9:33 PM · Jan 6, 2021 https://twitter.com/legenet/status/1346932807495516160
Replying to @thebias_news and @SweetSoaps
He actually says it's up to Congress, that the role of Congress is very different and that he does share the concerns of millions of
Americans about the integrity of this election and that there are numerous instances of officials setting aside state election law.

Anonymt på Jan 7 2021, 00:16
Congress made 90 million computer vote Biden president elect.
Trump's real almost 75 million vs. Biden's 90 million computer votes, made in Italy and elsewhere.
Social media giants seem to have been arm twisted to sue Sidney Powell for defamation, which leads to discovery and showing the
evidence in court and witnesses in court…
Anonymt på Jan 7 2021, 19:55
It's a trap. To let everybody show who they truly are.
Excerpt out of since by uploader taken down Juan O' Savin: Patriot's Day, 1 m 48.25 s, 5.9 MiB, recommend to download before
watching:
JUAN in RARE FORM. Handwringers — Get 'hand cream'. mp4
Anonymt på Jan 8 2021, 01:54
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